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About This Content

Here you'll find the sweet funky tunes from Vibe Avenue that breathe life into the world of Ultimate Chicken Horse. This
compilation of soundtracks contains over 70 minutes of music and 23 tracks, including music from each level and some of the

menus.

Track Listing:

Original Soundtrack

 1. Main Titles

 2. Waterfall

 3. Windmill

 4. Pyramid

 5. Old House

 6. Tree (Bonus)

 7. Dance Party
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 8. Metal Plant

 9. Farm

 10. Rooftop

 11. Iceberg

 12. Party Mode

 13. Free Play

 14. Pier

Chimply Amazing Soundtrack

 1. Elephantastic Update

 2. Mainframe

 3. Challenge Mode

 4. Nuclear Plant

 5. Building a Crumbling Bridge

 6. Crumbling Bridge

 7. Jungle Temple

 8. Volcano

 9. Chimply Amazing Update

Music composed and arranged by Mathieu Lavoie and FX Dupas of Vibe Avenue.

Trumpet: Jérôme Dupuis-Cloutier
Saxophone & Flute: Yves Turgeon

Guitars: Simon L'Espérance & Mathieu Lavoie
Harmonica & Keyboards: FX Dupas

Scratch Table: Benjamin Bongert
Suling, Bamboo Whistle, Love Flute, Whistling & Banjo: Mathieu Lavoie

Recording, Mixing & Mastering: Simon l'Espérance
Music score prepared by FX Dupas and Léandre Monette.
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Title: Ultimate Chicken Horse Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Clever Endeavour Games
Publisher:
Clever Endeavour Games
Release Date: 23 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Norwegian,Portuguese,Rom
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DON'T BUY THIS THING! Just DON'T !

You logged into steam ? GFWL ? uplay from ubisoft ? origin from EAgames ??
IT'S NOT OVER , you have to log into "kalypso" now !
You need an email adress and a password to log into a "KalYpso thing" in order to play maybe one day.
Why do you want to play this game anyway ??? IT IS SO FUNNY TO SPEND YOUR TIME CREATING NEW ACCOUNTS
EVERY♥♥♥♥INGWHERE AND GETTING TRACKED AND SPAMMED FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE ! ALL YOU
NEED IS TO GIVE KALYPSO 29.99 EURO.

There are so many better games that are just "click-and-play", don't bother for a game worse than Patrician III, unless they have
patched the login page to an offline launch.

Don't waste your money with KalypsoGames whatsoever. eVEN THE TROPICO SERIES FROM POP TOP AND
BREAKAWAY GAMES WAS WAY BETTER THAN THEIR RELOAD. Enjoyed the game. Short but well done.
 Took me 70 minutes.Worth the money.. Buy this game. NOW. After playing this game for only a short amount of time, I
immediately found out that it was absolute rubbish. 2/10 stars.. Still waiting for Volvo\/Mercedes Tuning Pack :(. Its not
realistic in anyway i wouldn't call this a simulator !. A fantastic quest to destroy Crushing Debt and Depresion!

I married Alayna.

I have no regrets.

10/10 Would Make Sandwhiches Again.. candy crush saga of the carribean. The main terminal screen lag makes this game
completely unplayable :(. Great game so far! Granted, it is nowhere near completed but I'm looking forward to more updates.
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ATTENTION***
Gmbal is an ONLINE game.

Server is located at US and Europe.

If you are located at Asia.

You cannot play this game.

Because too mush late response.

You cannot control.. This game is unplayable man... The movement to the sides is not ok, it stops for no reason, it's like 3 steps,
stop,2 steps, stop, and the detection on the colliders for the things enemies throw at you (when you try to hit them back) works
just like running, it works, now it doesnt. Not cool.... "Dannazionne!" this is one fantastic game!

Mind you, this is more of a sci-fi noir game, there will be a few twists towards the middle that will have you doing a double-
take. But trust me, the game is pretty good for what it is.

It's a little slow to start and it's difficult to grasp the story at times since there are so many characters and side stories to keep
track of and there are intervals throughout the game that calls for 'rewinds' and 'fast forwards' in time to portray other
perspectives.
However, what sets this game apart from other noir-themed games, is that this is a point & click game - which means it's going
to be story heavy and less on the action side, which I personally enjoyed; also, you will be able to pick locks and solve puzzles
(some of which can be maddening at times, but they're a delightful addition).
You do get to interview various characters and while there aren't necessarily any consequences for your choices, you might miss
out on some details of the story if you don't ask the questions in a certain way or if you're too rough.

My outlook on the game is mostly positive but I do have a few complaints.

There are a few plot holes, things that aren't explained; and, there's a cliffhanger at the end that leaves room for a supposed
sequel - and I do hope that it is completed and released soon because I want to know more about the story!
And, it's a bit frustrating that you have the option to skip lock-picking if it's too challenging, but you can't skip puzzles - I felt
that option should've been balanced.

If you're like me and craving the noir genre, I do recommend this game.. I quite like this game. It's casual difficulty, with a little
rampy bump for bosses. I haven't played it long, but I know it's a game I will play a lot because it's fun. It's got some nice RPG
elements to it and the simple graphics and stuff appeal to me. I got this for $0.99 during the steam winter sale, and it's worth the
full asking price of $4.99 IMO. Will be watching this developer for more games in future too.. I got lost for a while, After
baking this surely makes for some tasty dessert.... Super relaxing and addictive puzzle game with plenty of puzzles, plenty of
modes, and Steam Workshop support for when you eventually get through them all.

. Awesome cellgame!
+Not too difficult
+Progression as evolution is nice, so a little hook
+Music creates nice atmosphere

-Little clumsy controls if you want to do more precise tactitcs, but works

Price could be a little lower... maybe.

If you have played cell games, you'll enjoy this also.. I was looking forward to playing this one I played it when it first came out
but it just will not run I had the same issue with Commandos 2 and I have tried running Commandos 3 in Legacy mode but to no
such luck so I will not be recommending this.. Short, but good!. its ok but not worth 10 dollars, only bought because of the -90%
sale
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